I WANT YOU TO KNOW ABOUT G-EYES

On-line Optical Prescription Replacement System for the Deployed Service Member

https://g-eyes.amedd.army.mil
G-Eyes provides the Sight to Fight when you are in theater!

What is it?
- G-Eyes is a unique system that allows Soldiers, Sailors, Airmen or Marines in deployed locations to reorder prescription glasses, gas mask inserts and Military Combat Eye Protection (MCEP) prescription lens carriers directly from the Internet. **You do not need to go to a clinic.**
- Simply go to [https://g-eyes.amedd.army.mil](https://g-eyes.amedd.army.mil) and follow the instructions.

What’s required?
- A previous eyewear order through a military eye clinic (utilizing the SRTS electronic ordering system) is required to successfully use G-Eyes.
- You must be at a deployed APO/FPO to complete the ordering process.

How does it work?
- G-Eyes searches the optical order database for your last optical order.
- If a prior order is found, G-Eyes allows you to reorder and automatically sends the request to the optical lab.
- The lab fabricates the glasses or inserts and sends them to you via the Military Postal System.

What you need to know
- **BEFORE YOU DEPLOY:** Ensure a military eye clinic has provided you with any required glasses and optical inserts. Only military optical orders are available for reorder through G-Eyes.
- You can order two items per visit to G-Eyes. You may return and order additional glasses or inserts as needed.
- Not all Frames of Choice (FOC) are available in theater. Some pairs of glasses may be made in a different FOC style. If you repeatedly order through G-Eyes, you may get a standard brown frame.
- Reorders for inserts will be duplicated. If you need a different insert you must specify the type of insert you need in the comment box.
- For MCEP, only inserts currently approved on the Authorized Protective Eyewear List (APEL) can be ordered. Only the insert can be ordered through G-EYES. To order the MCEP item, contact your unit supply. For more MCEP information go to [https://www.us.army.mil/suite/page/533920](https://www.us.army.mil/suite/page/533920) or [https://peosoldier.army.mil/pmseq/eyewear.asp](https://peosoldier.army.mil/pmseq/eyewear.asp).
- **Please do not order glasses or inserts unnecessarily.**

**Vision Ready is Mission Ready!**